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A Strong Group of Thoughtful, Committed Citizens Can Change the World: How Eva 

Helene Yazhari Established a Sustainable Impact Investment Fund 

By Deborah Stoll 

 

A self-professed ‘hard-nosed capitalist,’ Eva Helene Yazhari (spouse,YPO Beverly Hills) realized that by leveraging 

her skills and connections cultivated from years in the investment industry and corporate world, she could source 

the best causes to invest in, setting up a portfolio of social enterprises rather than merely granting capital to 

established organizations. 

 

To this end, she co-founded the impact investment initiative Beyond Capital Fund seven years ago with her 

husband Hooman Yazhari (YPO Beverly Hills) in order to apply their financial skills in a philanthropic way, and Eva 

now runs BCF full time. 

 

“We actually came up with the idea in our own little vacuum,” says Eva. “Not that we should have any credit for 

coming up with the idea of impact investing, but when we thought about how we wanted to be engaged 

philanthropically, we set out to create an engine that could improve the lives of people living below the poverty line.” 

 

With a Little Help from their Friends 

It wasn’t long after before Eva and Hooman were directed to Ashoka, opening their eyes to the established tenants 

of the impact investing sector. 

 

“We learned very quickly that there’s a lack of seed capital for social enterprises, particularly in fast growing 

economies,” says Eva. “We felt this was a perfect match for what we wanted to create: a 501(c)(3) and Swiss tax-

exempt entity that supported social enterprise using seed capital.” 

 

Initiatives like their involvement with Waste Capital Partners (WCP) – identifies a challenge, finds an innovation and 

watches the impact for sustainability. The process looks a little something like this: 

 

The Challenge 

Roughly 30-60 percent of solid waste in developing nations is uncollected and almost half of urban populations are 

not served. WCP’s challenge is to build a financially viable, environmentally sustainable and socially inclusive waste 

management system. 

 

The Innovation 

Households pay a nominal monthly fee for garbage collection service. The collectors segregate waste into organic, 

recyclable and inert components, then sell the materials to WCP. Organic waste is turned into compost material and 

recyclables are cleaned, sorted and traded, teaching and helping an entire sector to become action oriented. 

 

The Impact 

The selling of organic compost to local farmers increases soil aeration and the ability of soil to recharge water and 

offsets 200kg of carbon emissions every 1,000 households served. Recyclables are sold as raw materials in 

manufacturing and waste pickers are compensated INR4500 a month, with the potential to earn INR6500 based on 

performance – three times their previous income. Waste pickers receive government ID cards, health insurance, 

and assistance in opening bank accounts. 

 

By creating a number of key innovations like this one, Beyond Capital Fund has ensured its sustainability, including 

redeploying returns from investments into new, early stage start ups, which gives the companies legs for future 

funding, growth and development, and staffing the organization with volunteers. 

 

“It’s not a light-touch model,” says Eva, “our volunteers are a group of post-MBAs donating 25 hours a month of their 
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time in a very structured fashion in order to help us find the most legitimate and viable places to put our capital. One 

of the key problems with impact investing – a lack of seed capital – is perpetuated by the cost of doing due 

diligence. By creating a volunteer model with a very low-no cost due diligence at the end of it, we’re getting around 

that.” 

 

Additionally, by offering their pro-bono collaborators a new and philanthropic way to express themselves, Beyond 

Capital Fund is able to leverage the time, abilities and capital of an incredible group of talent. 

 

“I think the evidence of our success is that we’ve had a number of individuals who have stayed on the team for five 

years as volunteers,” says Eva. “We also have tremendous responses to our recruiting. In fact, we had so many 

responses this year that we made offers for our second recruitment round and accepted them all for the fall.” 

 

The Growth of an Industry 

The impact investment sector has grown by leaps and bounds in recent years, offering investors a way to help solve 

some of the world’s biggest problems thoughtfully, while maintaining an eye on the bottom line. 

 

“We have really benefited from the rise of awareness in the sector,” says Eva, “and aimed to get across the 

message that due diligence and a rigorous approach to impact investing will yield the strongest results both in terms 

of returns and in terms of building the sector.” 

 

Both Eva and Hooman have always been research oriented when it comes to deciding where to put their capital, 

creating  sector reports that illuminate the number of companies investigated in any given sector geographically. 

Last year, they decided to make their reports public. 

 

“We’re launching each report with a series of events that bring together the community to discuss and share,” says 

Eva. “It’s a way for us to increase our brand awareness and have a learning event at the same time, understanding 

that ecosystem building and sharing of knowledge is a very important part of our work.” 

 

In 2011, after running Beyond Capital for two years, both Eva and Hooman joined YPO. 

 

“The organization has provided a strong foundation for us to draw on trusted relationships within the social 

engagement world and move forward together,” says Eva. “I believe very strongly in Margaret Mead’s idea that a 

strong group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; the SEN network has provided such a platform 

for us in the sense that we feel supported and believe the network appreciates what we’re doing in turn.” 

 

Connect with Eva >> 
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